The action of sphingomyelinase in lipid monolayers as revealed by microscopic image analysis.
In recent years, new evidence in biomembrane research brought about a holistic, supramolecular view on membrane-mediated signal transduction. The consequences of sphingomyelinase (SMase)-driven formation of ceramide (Cer) at the membrane interface involves reorganization of the lateral membrane structure of lipids and proteins from the nm to the mum level. In this review, we present recent insights about mechanisms and features of the SMase-mediated formation of Cer-enriched domains in model membranes, which have been elucidated through a combination of microscopic techniques with advanced image processing algorithms. This approach extracts subtle morphological and pattern information beyond the visual perception: since domain patterns are the consequences of subjacent biophysical properties, a reliable quantitative description of the supramolecular structure of the membrane domains yields a direct readout of biophysical properties which are difficult to determine otherwise. Most of the information about SMase action on simple lipid interfaces has arisen from monolayer studies, but the correspondence to lipid bilayer systems will also be discussed. Furthermore, the structural changes induced by sphingomyelinase action are not fully explained just by the presence of ceramide but by out-of equilibrium surface dynamics forcing the lipid domains to adopt transient supramolecular pattern with explicit interaction potentials. This rearrangement responds to a few basic physical properties like lipid mixing/demixing kinetics, electrostatic repulsion and line tension. The possible implications of such transient codes for signal transduction are discussed for SMase controlled action on lipid interfaces.